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CHAPTER I The Problem 
1. PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to build a vocabulary 
for supplementary reading in a second grade which is using the 
1 2 
Ginn and Gates Readers as basic textbooks. This vocabulary 
will be built from fifteen story books not used as school 
texts. 
1 
2. JUSTIFICATION: By inspecting these fifteen books, a vocabu-
lary for supplementary reading can be built from those words 
not found in the basal readers used in the class of the writer. 
There needs to be much supplementary reading, but it should 
be guided and the writer feels that the extra vocabulary need-
ed for this can be worked into the daily program. Vocabulary 
development is a part of the process of learning to read, not 
an end in itself but a means of learning. 
The importance of making every provision for arousing and 
maintaining children's interest in reading cannot be over-
emphasized. Every room should have a free-reading table dis-
playing new books and magazines. The presence of good books 
stimulates interest. Books should be made readily accessible 
and displayed in an attractive way. Every child should have 
ample material of good reading which he can read with relative 
ease and which satisfies his interest. This material should 
1 
2 
Russe11 1 David H. and Ousley, Odille, The Ginn Basic Readers, Ginn and Co., Boston, New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, 
Columbus, San Francisco, Toronto, London, 1948 
Gates, Huber, Peardon, Salisbury, Today's Work-Play Books,· 
Macmillan Co., New York, 1945 
2 
be a means of pleasure and enjoyment, not frustration. Nothing 
can take the place of varied experience in building up meanings. 
Children like to read. They like good story books about the 
real things children do. They like stories about animals that 
are full of life. They also like to identify themselves in the 
stories they read. Stories that delight a child, satisfy him, 
and amuse him build a permanent interest in reading. Use and 
enjoyment of leisure time begins in the elementary grades. 
Teachers must be conscious of the need for developing 
appreciation for good reading among pupils. The teacher her-
self must know and enjoy the value of literature. What better 
way is there to bring children and books together than by 
oral reading by the teacher? 
Character training is often expressed in free-reading. All 
of our moral concepts are as important today as ever, and they 
can all be found in reading. 
3. SCOPE OF PROBLEM: This p.roblem will cover fifteen story 
books from the children's room of the Swampscott Public 
Library. These books are, according to the librarian, the 
ones most popular with children of second grade. The basal 
1 2 
texts used are Ginn and Gates • The second grade is in the 
Machon School in Swampscott, ~assachusetts. 
1 
Ginn, op. cit. 
2 
Gates, op. cit. 
CHAPTER II RESEARCH FINDINGS 
VOCABULARY 
1 
A study by Krantz included the analysis of 369 primary 
readers-pre-primer through third reader. The "Author's 
Word List" was developed by including words on the pre-primer 
and primer levels if used in more than one third of the books 
exa~ined and on the remaining three levels if used by more 
than a quarter of the books on each level, This totaled 
17957 words and was validated by comparing it with other 
accepted word lists. 
2 
The analysis of twenty-nine second readers by Hockett in-
dicated the trend in second readers to a reduced vocabulary 
load. Following are the figures: 
8 books published before 1930 average 1146 different words 
10 books published 1930-1933 average 1057 different words 
11 books published 1934-1937 average 923 different words 
3 
Bond and Wagner say,"Unfortunately, there is not enough 
relationship between the nicely controlled vocabulary as the 
basal reader progresses and the heavy burden in the rest of 
1 
2 
3 
Krantz, L. L.,"Engineering a Primary Grade Reading Program," 
El. Sch, Jr., 45:386-393, March, 1945 
Hockett, John A.,"A Comparative Analysis of the Vocabularies 
of Twenty-nine Second Readers," Jr. Ed. Res., 31:665-671, 
May, 1938 
Bond and Wagner1 Teaching the Child to Read, Macmillan & Co., N.Y., 1950, p.l';:ll · 
3 
4 
the child's reading~ Great care should be taken during the 
primary years to limit as much as possible the tendency for 
the supplementary program to make the vocabulary development 
difficult, if not impossible, by the introduction of new and 
difficult words." 
1 
Kottmeyer found,"The ability to recognize words easily and 
quickly is clearly fundamental among all reading skills; 
without it fUrther development is halting and pointless." 
Also, ••••• "the first of several stages of development of 
reading skill is that of independent word recognition, ••••• 
no matter what the learning circumstances or methods of teach-
ing or learning may be, would-be readers must develop independ-
ence of word recognition." 
2 
In Traxler's study of the relationship between vocabulary 
1 
and general achievement, it seemed evident that a word meaning 
test is a fair prediction of general achievement and better 
even than an intelligence test for this purpose. Because of 
such a high relationship, it would seem that greater emphasis 
could be placed on the teaching of vocabulary. 
Kottmeyer, Wm., Handbook for Remedial Reading, Hebster 
Pub. Co., St. Louis, 1947, pp.~-~5 
2 
Traxler, Arthur E., "The Relationship Between Vocabulary and 
General Achievement in the Elementary School," El. Sch. Jr., 
45:331-333, February 1945 
1 
Buckingham says,"Research justifies the belief that a 
policy of reducing the verbal exactions-that is, reducing the 
variety and difficulty of words-will make reading matter more 
meaningful. It is reasonable to expect this outcome because 
when the vocabulary burden is thus relieved the verbal symbol-
ism will be more successfUlly linked to right meanings in the 
experience of children. 11 
2 
A vocabulary study by Stone of 107 primary grade books 
including pre-primers, primers, first, second and third grade 
readers published from 1930-1941 resulted in a graded vocabu-
lary for primary reading. All words were checked against 
several of the well-known word lists. Of the 5, 314 words, 
only 2,164 justified their inclusion by appearing in a suffi-
cient number of books. He states that "One very clear conclu-
sion to be made from a study of this kind is that independence 
in reading material of a level comparable with that of the 
typical new third grade readers of today requires a workable 
mastery of a relatively large vocabulary and that this vocabu-
lary cannot be introduced in the usual five book series of 
primary readers without too heavy a load." 
1 
2 
Buckingham, B. R., 11 Some Applications of Meaning Theory to 
Reading Methods," Ginn and Co. Contributions in Reading, No. 4 
Stone, Clarenc~ "A Vocabula:cy Study Based on 107 Primary 
Grade Books," KL. Sch. Jr., 42:452-4-55, February 1942 
" 
1 
De Stefano says, "Reading books differ greatly in the 
number and kind of words used. Many studies have been made 
which show that authors do not agree in either the number of 
words or which words to use in the readers of any one grade. 
Even in the primary grades, there is a wide disparity in the 
vocabulary taught. While perfect agreement is not desirable, 
surely a closer agreement would help to minimize the vocabu-
lary problem in the teaching of reading." 
"In order to obtain a vocabulary to form a basis for a 
series of workbooks in phonics, the writer made a study of 
the new words appearing in first, second, and third grade 
readers. This article is a report of the study of the words 
listed as new words in sixteen readers. It is rather sur-
prising to find that approximately 3200 different words 
appear in the total list. There appears to be a lack of 
standardization of the reading vocabulary for Grade II. A 
child, in order to be independent in the reading of second 
readers, must have a surprisingly large stock of sight words 
or must have skill in recognizing new words of one, two, and 
three syllables, or must have considerable maturity in both 
2 
abilities." 
1 
2 
De Stefano, D. A., "A Comparison of the Vocabulary of Ten 
Standard Reading and Achievement Tests with the Vocabulary 
of the Laidlaw Basal Readers from Pre-Primer through the 
Second Grade Level," Unpub. M. Thesis, B.U., 1949, p.l5 
Stone, Clarence, "The Second Grade Reading Vocabulary," 
El. Sch. Jr., January 1935, 35:359-367 
6 
"Teachers should not be led to believe that their reading 
problems can be solved merely by the use of an abundance of 
easy reading material but snould be brought to realize that 
they must provide a broad program of reading. 
MY study of the vocabulary of 107 primary grade books 
from pre-primers to third grade readers shows a total vocabu-
lary of 5, 314 different words and indicates the need of a 
reading vocabulary of at least 3,000 words for real joy in 
the reading of schoolbooks and trade books at the third 
grade level. At each level there should be available some 
books with as low a vocabulary load as is consistent with 
interest and good composition and also others with larger 
and larger loads. The total number of different words 
appearing in the reading textbooks utilized in the first 
1 
three grades of a particular school should be about 3,000." 
2 
"The Rinsland 'Vocabulary of Elementary School Pupils' 
contains the 14,571 words that were used three or more times 
in 6,012,359 running words in a tabulation of children's 
writing for the elementary grades. There were 11,061 other 
words not included in the published list which were used 
only once or twice. The total of all different words used 
was 25,632. By tabulating a sampling of words from the 
1 
2 
Stone, Clarence "A Reply to 'All in Favor of a Low 
Vocabulary'," Ei. Sch. Jr., September 1943, 44:41-~4 
Rinsland, H. D. "A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 
Children," Macmlnan Co., N.Y., 1945 
7 
Rinsland list the phenomenon of word usage noted was observed. 
The most striking feature is the rapid descent as frequency 
of use increases. Eighty-one per cent of the words fall in 
the frequency range 3-99, sixteen per cent in 100-999, and 
only three per cent in 1000-203,1~6. If this is a reliable 
sampling of the Rinsland list, then nineteen per cent of the 
published list accounts for about 2800 words. This number of 
words is about eleven per cent of the total number of words 
used by children in writing. This phenomenon in word usage 
is one reason why middle and upper grade reading material 
seems suddenly to increase in difficulty. The large number 
of rarely used '1-rords varies widely from book to book. Beyond 
the first 2,000 words there is no common vocabulary that can 
be quickly learned. Out of these thousands of rarely used 
words, some of which are meaningful to one child, some to 
another, who is to say which should be selected for study 
I 
and drill?" 
2 
Lorge states that "From about 1923, many investigators 
have interested themselves in the problem of predicting the 
difficulty of reading passages as a function of the internal 
structure of the reading passage. Among the variables of 
internal structure that have been considered, the following 
1 
Hildreth, Gertrude, "Word Frequency-as a Factor in Learning 
to Read," Jr. Ed. Res., ~1:~7~~71, February 19~8 
2 
Lorge, Irving, "Predicting Reading Difficulty of Selections 
for Children," El. Eng. Rev. XVI, April 1939, pp.229-233 
8 
have been used more or less frequently: number of running 
words, number or percentage of different words, number or 
percentage of uncommon or hard words, number or percentage 
of polysyllabic words, vocabulary difficulty, vocabulary 
diversity, number of personal pronouns, number of preposi-
tions, number of simple sentences, average sentence length 
in words or syllables, number of ideas per hundred words, 
and the like. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that reading difficulty 
is a criterion to define. Up to now there is a lack of 
agreement as to what kind of reading should be evaluated 
for reading difficulty either on the child or adult level. 
There is a definite need for clarification of the concept 
of reading difficulty. Nevertheless, the most significant 
predictor of reading difficulty is some function of the 
vocabulary used." 
1 
Elivian says, 11Educators have been given to understand 
that extensive reading makes for gains in vocabulary, but 
just what these gains amount to has not been determined at 
the present time. Merely assuring oneself that a child 
reads widely does not mean that he will gain significantly. 
We have hoped that this vTas the case and that they were 
increasing their ability with words and learning nevr 
1 
Elivian, Jeanette, "Word Perception and Word Meaning in 
Silent Reading in the Intermediate Grades," Education, 
LIX 1938-39, p.5l . 
9 
meanings for them. However, 'with the child who reads well 
and widely this learning takes place with very little help 
from the teacher, but with the average child, the teacher's 
program of instruction is essential to the acquisition of a 
1 
rich vocabulary.' · A child's habits of attention, his previ-
ous experience, his home background, his mental age, his read-
ing age, and many other things all may influence the success 
that he will attain in the way of expanded knowledge through 
wide reading." 
"Young children learning to read will be benefited by be-
coming acquainted with as many suitable books as the teacher 
can provide.Attractive books read to children and made 
accessible on the library table will engage their interest 
and some of the children will attempt to read the books. 
Their efforts should be encouraged, but many of the best-loved 
stories are written in a difficult vocabulary and children can 
read for themselves only a small portion of them. 
The simplest of available books will probably have a 
number of words children do not know. To attempt to teach 
10 
all these words would defeat the purpose of the supplementary 
reading and become an impossible chore. The teacher is advised 
to tell the children the unfamiliar 1vords as they are met in 
silent reading and ask for help. 
1 
Cunninghami Ruth A., "Vocabulary 
Grades," E • Eng. Rev., XL 1934, 
She should encourage child-
Grovrth in the Intermediate 
p. 131 
11 
ren to ask what the word is-to try to tell from the other 
words in the sentenceyand to use the initial letter sound to 
help in deciding whether or not the guess is correct. l~en a 
child has made the best guess he can and has not discovered 
what the word is, tell him promptly so he may read on and get 
the main outline of the story in the supplementary book, If he 
can follow the main idea of the story, though he miss some of 
the details of the story, the experience will be valuable to 
him. As he gains in experience in reading and utilizinr, tech-
niques of word recognition, he will gain in thoroughness and 
1 
understanding." 
"A major purpose of the basal reading program is to equip 
pupils with both desire and ability to read other materials. 
Pupils whose reading during the second grade is limited to 
the content of a single basic text can hardly be expected to 
become highly competent readers. The basal textbook should 
provide the ability and desire to read other materials which 
the teacher must supply •••••• The vocabulary analysis of 
suggested supplementary reading enables the teacher to estim-
ate the difficulty of each selection and to direct each child 
2 
to reading material of suitable difficulty." 
1 
2 
Gates, Huber, Salisburyi Teacher's Plan Book for Preparatory 
Book and Primer, Macmi lan Co., N.Y., 1946, pp, 267-208 
Gates, Huber, Peardon, Teacher's Plan Book for~reparatory 
Book and Second Reader. 1-facmillan Co., N.Y., 1 6, pp. 29-30 
SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
1 
In the Forty-Eighth Yearbook Russell says,"Keen interests, 
sound techniques, thorough comprehension during reading, and 
intelligent use of reading" are the main objectives of 
reading in the second grade. 
"The child should be helped to gain a genuine desire to 
read and to discover ways of locating information that he 
needs. The competent teacher can guide the child, taking 
his abilities and skills into account and challenging him 
with materials that are within his comprehension and that 
are attractive, so that he will develop attitudes of approach 
2 
to reading rather than attitudes of withdrawal from reading." 
Among the factors that make a book difficult for an individ-
3 
ual according to Strang are knowledge, experience, interest 
in the book, and difficulty of vocabulary, as well as others 
not mentioned. She also says tha.t most children get their 
basic vocabulary knowledge through the reading of simple 
interesting stories. 
Russell, David,"Principles of Child Development Related to 
Reading Progress," lt8th Yearbook of the National Society for 
the Study of Education, Part II, 1949, p.2o 
2 
3 
Broom, Emig, Duncan, Steuber, Effective Reading Instruction, 
McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., N.Y. and London, 191+2, p.,M 
Strangi Ruth,"Familiar Books," School Review, lt8:292-299, 
April 9ltO 
12 
"A number of studies were designed to yield pertinent in-
formation concerning the interest in informative materials 
which children in the first three grades express. A first 
task was to determine the relative frequency with which 
pupils in these grades (1925-1930) chose the informative 
selections which teachers were able to secure and likely 
to secure in preference to narratives of various types. In 
all, 268 selections were used. 0~ these, 124 were informa-
tive. In most cases one informative and one narrative 
selection were read to the pupils, and the pupils chose the 
selection they preferred. A total of 2,332 pupils in 24 
schools made 41,976 choices. The percentage of choices 
favoring narrative selections was 72.3; the percentage 
1 
favoring informative selections, 27.7." 
2 
Frey in developing a supplementary reading list proceed-
ed on the premise "that a child experienced reading as a 
process of getting ideas from the printed page and in so 
doing becomes familiar with words as symbols of these ideas 
through meaningful content and becomes more competent and 
accurate at each level." 
I 
2 
Gates, Peardon, and Sartorius, "Studies of Children's 
Interests in Reading," El. Sch. Jr., 31:6 56-670, May 1931 
Frey, Barbara R., "An Analysis of Supplementary Reading 
Materials for Grade One," Unpub. Master's Service Paper, 
B.U. 1948, p.2 
13 
"There should be a reading table or library corner in the 
schoolroom. Encourage children to bring books from home that 
are relevant to the unit theme; to do much independent reading 
on an easy level; and to share with others the books or 
stories they read. During free work periods, the children 
may use the library to find other stories about neighbors, 
friends, or new houses and prepare to read them or parts of 
them to the class. Provide opportunity for growth in the 
ability to s~lect interesting parts of books, to describe 
them to the class, and to make increasingly better selections. 
Place in the library corner the picture books and story books 
that you read to the class. Every opportunity ~hould be used 
to increase the children's interest in books and to provide 
1 
additional material that will enrich the unit theme." 
"While the analysis of supplementary reading material will 
require some tabulation, it should nevertheless be under-
2 
taken as a vital part of the placement of any book." 
"Obviously a major problem of the primary grades is to 
provide the conditions and stimuli that will result in 
3 
arousing an interest in independent reading." 
1 
2 
3 
Russell and Ousley, 'Manual for Teaching •we Are Neighbors 8 , 
Ginn and Co., Boston, l~e, p.53 
Dolch, Edward, "Vocabulary Burden," Jr. Ed. Res., 17:170-183, 
March 1928 
Gray, Wln. s., "Reading," 38th Yearbook of the Nat. Soc. for 
the Study of Education, Part I, Chicago, 19~2, p.lee 
14 
1 
Arbuthnot in her study of children's literature and reading 
observed the type of book and material read by unguided child-
ren. Selections were often poor. Frequently the teacher 
tells a parent her child should have easy reading material 
but does not suggest any books to her. The possibility of 
giving the child a reading book list might be usefUl. 
"Numerous opportunities to read relatively simple selec-
tions should be provided for the purpose of promoting perman-
ent establishment of reading attitudes, habits, and skills 
which have been partly developed but not perfected. The 
justification for using simple selections lies in the fact 
that pupils are able to read with reasonable ease and 
2 
rapidity." 
3 
Pearson's study on oral reading errors lists as one of 
the conclusions that it would seem if the right material 
were given·until fluency is established, poor reading 
habits might be prevented. 
1 
2 
3 
Arbuthnot, May Hill, "Literature and Reading," El. Eng. Rev., 
17:3-8 
"Report of the National Committee on Reading," 24th Yearbook 
of the Nat. Soc, for the Study of Education, Part I, 1925, 
p.49 
Pearson Alice R., "A Diagnostic Study of Oral Reading 
Difficulties in Second Grade," Unpub. M, Thesis, B.U., 
1942, pp.l¥i--45 
15 
16 
1 
Crosscup in his study on word meaning concludes in the 
section on ways of fostering the growth of meaning in vocabu-
lary that the school or community should have available an 
extensive supply of supplementary reading material with the 
school subjects being organized in such a way as to make 
supplementary reading essential. It is brought out that 
these books may err in one of two directions; namely, too few 
or too many new terms. "Activities and experiences of various 
kinds give reality and interests to concepts and thus forward 
the process of acquiring them." One of the general conclu-
sions indicated by this study was that wide reading would 
encourage growth in vocabulary. 
The grading of supplementary books is accomplished by 
placing books in ascending order of difficulty in relation 
2 
to the basal reading system, says Krantz. Such a plan will 
reduce failure and increase interest. "Experience of schools 
using graded materials shows that more books are read with 
greater repetition, faster reading, and better learning." 
1 
2 
Crosscup, Richard B.,"A Survey and Analysis of Methods and 
Techniques for Fostering Growth in Meaning Vocabulary," 
Unpub. M. Thesis, B.u., 1940, pp.82-83 
Krantz, L. 1., op. cit. 
1 
Courtier maintains that "Word drills, word games, and 
phonetic exercises do not stimulate interest to the extent 
that reading does, and are therefore less satisfactory and 
less effective than word recognition through the actual 
reading of simple interesting material." 
2 
Gates and others in considering children's interests in 
literature state that the difficulty of the material greatly 
influences interest in reading. A selection too difficult in 
vocabulary, sentence structure, ideas, and other factors will 
not have the same popularity as one suitably selected in 
accordance with the child's understanding. 
"Children can not be expected to learn from books which 
are so written that the mechanical difficulties of reading 
them occupies the center of the child's attention. It is 
only by giving children plenty of reading material at their 
own level of ability that fluency and a real love of read-
3 
ing can be developed." 
1 
Courtier~ 
Primers, 
2 
Audrey M • .! "Criteria for the Selection of 
El. Eng. Rev., 16:271-278, November, 1939 
Gates, Peardon, and Sartorius, op. cit. 
3 Washburne, Carleton and Morphett, Habel, "Grade Placement 
of Children's Books," El. Sch. Jr., 38:35'5'-364, 
January, 1938 
17 
I 
According to Bildersee oral reading lessons fall into two 
general types-the intensive from the basic reader and the 
extensive from easier books, including library books, sets 
of magazines, and children's own books. 
"Ability to read w·ell. •••• can be a very potent means of 
enriching the curriculum. In schools where the size of the 
class and lack of facilities make the enriching of the 
curriculum for the bright pupils a difficult task, providing 
an abundance of reading material will help solve the problem. 
Even in the lowest grades individual assignments and added 
reading facilities can be found to make life more interesting 
2 
and profitable for the bright pupil who is often neglected." 
"A considerable share of the time for literature should 
be used for what is known as free reading. In this activity 
pupils are allowed plenty of time to browse through various 
books and children's magazines, finding good things to read. 
They may use the whole period for silent reading of prose or 
poetry. The entire time is to be spent in exactly the same 
way in which people use silent reading of literature in the 
home or at the library. Obviously there is no oral perform-
ance or holding of recitations. The child merely spends the 
1 
2 
Bildersee, Dorothy, Teaching in the Primary Grades, 
Appleton and Co., London 1932, p.59 
Bildersee, :ibid. p.J,9 • 
18 
time in reading to himself, and the teacher is there to 
help him with difficulties. 
This activity requires the availability of single copies 
of many different copies of books and copies of children's 
magazines. They will be the same books used for oral read-
ing of literature by individual children. These materials 
should be made available in the classroom or library on 
reading table or shelves. During the free-reading period 
or at odd times during the day, the child can select a book 
from the table and go off by himself to enjoy it. One often 
finds him chuckling over a piece of humor or intensely inter-
ested in some exciting incident. Often during this free-
reading time, he finds something which he and the teacher 
decide should be read to the class. 
Perhaps the greatest obstacle to free reading is the lack 
of materials. Most schools do not possess enough books for 
this purpose. Frequently, it is astonishing, however, to 
see the variety of books some teachers assemble. Books are 
borrowed from the public library for two weeks at a time. 
Children bring personal copies from home. County traveling 
libraries often supply large numbers of books several times 
a year, and ~arents have been known to loan children's books 
to. schools." 
1. 
McKee, Pault "Instruction in Children's Literature," 
A McKee Reacting Service Bulletin, Houghton Mifflin Co., 
Boston, New York, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta, San Francisco, 
p.8 
19 
"Whether or not the teaching of children's literature is 
organized on the basis of units is of little consequence, 
but it is imperative that each pupil have an ample sunply 
of excellent reading matter which satisfies his interest and 
which he can read with relative ease, and that the selections 
used in no way be limited to those which fit well with sub-
1 ject matter being taught in other school ivork." 
"For well-rounded and satisfying growth children need an 
opportunity to pursue their own personal interests indepen-
dently and recreational reading should give them a chance to 
"relax with reading, to explore the make-believe, to enjoy 
2 
the plot, or to get a truly aesthetic experience." 
Bailey3says 111Readine; for information is undoubtedly the 
• 
kind most widely used in the public schools. Hovrever, 
English teachers talk of another type. It goes by a 
number of different names-leisure reading, free reading, 
and even the spirit-killing extra-cre,ii t reading. Obviously 
there is much overlapping in the two kinds of reading: 
1 
McKee, op. ci~, p.l3 
2 
3 
Bond and Wagner, op. cit., p.l, 
Bailey, Matilda,! "Therapeutic Reading," The ABC Language 
Arts Bulletin, The American Book Co.,Educational Research 
Service, Vol. I, No. 6, American Book Co., N.Y. 
20 
reading for enjoyment frequently results in added informa-
tion and reading for information often yields tre~endous 
enjoyment. 
Therapeutic reading is not a third kind of reading, and it 
is certainly not a new type. Therapeutic reading is merely 
a new name for an old idea. The term Therapeutic indicates 
that it is 'of or related to the healing art." Surely girls 
and boys, as well as adults, are beset with all Jdnds of 
problems which bore into their hearts and minds. Often we 
can only guess at the things which are giving hurt. With 
such hazy appreciation of their problems, we naturally have 
difficulty in finding the remedies. Fortunately, there is 
another way. Through the medium of books, children can see 
the ways by which other children have met their difficulties. 
Thus, therapy in reading occurs." 
21 
"It is a major responsibility of the teacher to see that 
superior readers have access to reading materials of many kinds. 
Some of these materials vnll be available iri the schools; some 
will be found in the public library to vrhich these children 
should be introduced early; some will be provided by the home; 
some may be obtained from interested adults or other children 
in the community who have similar interests and hobbies. 
Without an adequate supply of materials no program for 
1 
superior readers can be effective." 
I 
Wulfing, Gretchen, "Helping the Superior Reader," Ginn & Co. 
Contributions in Reading, No. 14, Ginn & Co., Boston, Hass. 
CHAPTER III PROCEDURE 
The vocabulary of the Ginn Basic Readers through second 
grade was compiled alphabetically, Then the vocabulary of 
the Gates Basic Readers was compiled alphabetically omitting 
all words found in the Ginn Basic Readers. A master list 
was compiled of all words in Ginn and Gates combined. This 
list contains 937 different words, 
The following fifteen story books were used to determine 
the readability of supplementary materials: 
Daddy Comes Home 
Flip 
Flip and the Cows 
Kid Brother 
Make Way for Ducklings 
Peek In 
Policeman Paul 
Skip Sees the Signs 
Surprise for Nancy 
The House That Ran Away 
The Little Chick That Would Not Go to Bed 
The Little Duck Who Loved the Rain 
The Little Island 
The Merry Mailman 
Willie Goes to School 
22 
1 
Using the Lorge method on each of the above fifteen books, 
a list was compiled of all words not found on the master list 
of Ginn and Gates words. There are 268 words not on the 
master list. This gives a core vocabulary for a supplement-
ary reading program. 
1 
Lorge uses a work sheet listing the following data: 
Title 
Author 
Publisher 
Date of Publication 
Location of Sample(first and every third page) 
Number of New Words 
The •~iter also included the number of pages. 
Following are the basic readers used: 
Ginn 
My Little Red Story Book Pre-primer I 
My Little Green Story Book Pre-primer II 
MY Little Blue Story Book Pre-primer III 
The Little White House Primer 
On Cherry Street First Reader 
lve Are Neighbors Second Reader I 
Around the Corner Second Reader II 
Lorge, I.,"Predicting Reading Difficulty of Selections for 
Children," El. Eng. Rev., XVI, April 1939, p.229 
23 
Gates 
Come and Ride Pre-primer 
Tags and Twinkle Primer 
C~od Times on Our Street First Reader 
Friends and vlorkers Second Reader 
The following chapter shows the word lists wh:Lch "'ere 
compiled from Ginn Readers, Gates Readers, and Ginn and Gates 
Readers combined. It also shows a work sheet for each of the 
fifteen supplementary books and a word list of those words 
not found in the Ginn and Gates Readers. 
24 
25 
CHAPTER IV 4NALYSIS OF DATA 
A Vocabulary of Ginn 
a apple beans 
~bel are beans talk 
~bout around bear 
across as beautiful 
afraid aske~ beaver 
after at because 
again ate bed 
ahead Aunt bee 
air away been 
airplane before 
airport B began 
all Babs behind 
almost baby bell 
alone back Ben 
along bag beside 
always bakers best 
am ball Betsy 
,. "I 
an bang better 
a.p.d barber Betty 
Andy bark bicycle 
animal barn big 
Ann basement bigger 
another basket biggest 
any bathing Billy 
apartment be bird 
26 
birthday bug can't 
black build care 
" 
blew bump carpenter 
blocks Bunny cars 
blow burn Casey 
blue bus castle 
boat Bushy cat 
Bob busy catch 
book but caught 
both butter oaw 
bottle buy cellar 
bought buzzed chair 
bounces by chattered 
bowl cherry 
bow-wow c chick 
box cabbage children 
boys caboose chimney 
brave cage chipmunk 
bread cake choo 
break call Christmas 
breakfast called circus 
bright came city 
bring camels clang 
broke can cleaning 
'ilrook canary click 
prought candle climb 
' 
,...... 
' 
brown candy clinkety-clank 
27 
clothes David. E 
,....,., 
clown day each 
'"" 
coat deer early 
cock-a-doodle-doc Dick earn 
cold did ears 
color didn't eat 
come different Ebenezer 
conductor dig eggs 
co-pilot dinner eight 
corn dishes elephant 
corner do elevator 
could does else 
counted dog empty 
country dollar end 
cow· done engine 
cowboy donkey enough 
crawl don't even 
crow door ever 
. crumbs down every 
crying dress express 
cubs drink eyes 
cup drivers 
cupboard drop F 
cut dry face 
duck fall 
D family 
f'\ dark far 
28 
far flowers gasoline 
farm flying gate 
farmer followed gave 
fast food. get 
faster foot giant 
fat for Ginger 
Father found girls 
feather four give 
fell fourth glad 
fellow fox go 
fence Fred goat 
field friendly gobble 
find friends going 
fine frisky gold 
finished frogs goldfish 
fire from gone 
first front good 
fish fruit good-by 
five fun goose 
flash funniest got 
flashlight funny grandfather 
flat furnace grandmother 
flew Fuzzy grass 
Flip gray 
floor G great 
flour garden green 
-~ 
29 
grew helped I 
ground hen I 
grow her ice cream 
guess here if 
hide I'll 
H high I'm 
had hill in 
hair him into 
hall himself is 
ha.rrnner his it 
hand hold it's 
happen hole 
happy Hollyberry J 
hard home Jack 
harp honey janitor 
.p.as honk Jean 
have hoppity-hop Jerry 
hat horned Jim 
hay horses jingle 
he hot job 
head house Joe 
hear how join 
heard hungry Jones 
" 
~eavy hurry jumped 
held just 
help 
30 
K left made 
,..... 
keep legs mail 
"' 
keeper let 1 s make 
kettle letter man 
kinds lettuce many 
king light marbles 
kitchen like market 
kitten lion Mary 
knew listen matter 
knife little may 
knock live me 
know load men 
logs merry 
L long met 
ladder longer mew 
lady look Midget 
lamb looked might 
landing lost Mike 
large loud milk 
last low mill 
laughed lumber Miss 
lay lunch mitten 
lazy money 
leak M monkey 
learned Mac's moo 
leaves machines more 
~ 
31 
I". 
morning never organ 
most new oriole 
"' 
Mother next Oscar 
mountain night other 
mouse no our 
mouth noise out 
move nose over 
Mr. not owl 
Mrs. nothing own 
much now 
Mulligan p 
music 0 paint 
must o'clock pan 
my of pancake 
myself off paper 
oh parade 
N oil park 
nails old party 
name on paste 
Nan once Pat 
:hear one Patsy 
nearer only paw 
Ned open pay 
needs opened peanuts 
neighbors or pears 
nest oranges peas 
32 
1""1 peep pool radio 
,....., people pop railroads 
perched postman rain 
Peter potato rainmaker 
pets pretty ran 
pick prize ranch 
picnic puddle rang 
pictures puffing rattle 
pie pulling reached 
piece pumpkin ready 
pig puppy real 
pile purple reason 
pilot push red 
pipe put repair 
place rhymes 
plane Q ribbon 
plant quack ride 
platform queer right 
play quick river 
please quickly road 
pockets quiet roar 
pole robin 
f"'-1 policeman R rode 
pond rabbit rolled 
ponies raccoon roof 
Pony race room 
33 
I" rooster seven sleep 
'"' 
rope shall small 
round she smoke 
run shed snapp 
sh,eep Snipp 
s shiny snow 
sad shoemaker snowman 
said shoes Snurr 
sail shop so 
same shore soft 
sand short some 
sang should something 
sat shoulder song 
Saturday shouted Sonny 
saw shovel soon 
say show sound 
scarecrow side soup 
scat sign spend 
school silk splash 
scooter silly spots 
sea silver spring 
secrets sing sprinkler 
see sit squash 
seeds six squirrel 
seen sky stairs 
sell sled stand 
" 
start surprise there 
"' 
station Susan these 
stay sweet they 
steam swim thing 
steps think 
stick T. this 
still Tabby thought 
stirred table three 
stones tail through 
stood take thump 
stop talking tie 
store tall time 
stories tap tink-tinkle 
storm tape tip 
story taxis tired 
stove Teddy to 
straight tell toad 
street tent today 
subway than Toddle 
such thank together 
suits that told 
summer that's Tom 
sun the tomorrow 
sunflower their Tony 
supper them too 
,...., suppose then took 
"' 
top 
A town 
toy 
track 
tractor 
train 
tra-la-la 
traveler 
treasure 
tree 
tricks 
tried 
trip 
trot 
truck 
try 
tube 
turkey 
turn 
turtle 
twins 
two 
" u 
Uncle 
under 
until 
up 
us 
use 
v 
vacuum cleaner 
very 
voice 
w 
wagon 
wait 
walk 
walked 
wall 
want 
wanted 
warm 
was 
wash 
watch 
water 
wave 
way 
we 
;~-··•Inn Univt'f"oltV 
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wee 
well 
\·Tent 
v:ere 
,.,et 
what 
vrheat 
whee 
wheels 
vrhen 
where 
while 
whistle 
white 
who 
why 
wife 
will 
win 
wind 
\'lind ow 
wing 
winter 
wished 
vTith 
wolf 
woman 
wonderful 
woods 
work 
worked 
world 
would 
y 
yard 
yellow 
yes 
you; 
your 
z 
Zeke 
zoom 
36 
37 
"' 
Gates Words Not In Ginn 
"' 
A 
ants caterpillar fisherman 
arms cents flag 
chicken fog 
B clay Frank 
bad close 
balk clouds G 
bay coal geese 
beam cocoon grocery 
believe cook Gruff 
Bingo cover 
blanket creatures H 
boots Hank 
bottom D hello 
brother dance herder 
bulbs Huff 
butterfly- E hunt 
buttons elves hurt 
enemies 
c I 
calf F Indian 
cap feast island 
captain feet ivy 
carrot few 
carry fireman 
""' 
J p T 
A jar pair tablecloth 
Johnny penguin Tags 
Judy plow tar 
Jupie poor teacher 
pot telephone 
L ten 
land R terrible 
late rags threshers 
leather really throw 
Levl'is ring thumb 
lobster roots tiny 
rubber Topsy 
M rug twelve 
mile Twinkle 
minutes s 
mud scales u 
mule scenes ugly 
shook 
N sisters v 
Nancy-Belle slowly- village 
neck smell 
nice south w 
" nine sting wake 
nuts straw war 
string 
warriors 0 sure 
ocean wear 
"" ("'\ 
wharf 
which 
wobble 
wool 
y 
year 
z 
Zeb 
Z-Zing 
39 
Vocabulary ot Ginn and Gates 
"' 
" 
A 
a apartment barn 
Abel apple basement 
about are basket 
across arms bathing 
afraid around bay 
after as be 
again asked beam 
ahead at beans 
air ate beans talk 
airplane aunt bear 
airport away beautiful 
all beaver 
almost bevause 
alone B bed 
along Babs bee 
always baby been 
am back before 
an bad began 
and bag behind 
Andy bakers believe 
animal balk bell 
Ann ball Ben 
another bang beside 
ants barber best 
any bark Betsy 
41 
c 
"' 
better box cabbage 
" 
Betty boys caboose 
bicycle brave cage 
big bread cake 
bigger break calf 
biggest breakfast call 
Billy bright called 
bingo broke came 
bird brook camels 
birthday brothers can 
black brought canary 
blanket brown candle 
blew bug candy 
blocks build can't 
blow bulbs cap 
blue bump captain 
boat Bunny care 
Bob burn carpenter 
book bus carrot 
boots Bushy carry 
both busy cars 
bottle butter Casey 
bottom butterfly castle 
bought buttons cat 
bounces buy catch 
bowl buzzed caterpillar 
bow-wow by caught 
D 42 
caw coat dance 
"' 
cellar cock-a-doodle-doc David 
" cents cocoon day 
chair cold deer 
Charlie color Dick 
chattered come did 
cherry conductor didn't 
chick cook different 
chicken co-pilot dig 
children corn dinner 
chimney corner dishes 
chipmunk could do 
choo counted does 
Christmas country dog 
circus cover dollar 
city cow done 
clang cowboy- donkey 
clay crawl don't 
cleaning creatures door 
click cried down 
climb crow dress 
clinkety-clank crumbs drink 
close crying drivers 
clothes cubs drop 
clouds cup dry 
clown cupboard duck 
coal cut 
43 
E 
,..., each far flat 
""" 
early farm flew 
earn farmer Flip 
ears fast floor 
eat faster flour 
Ebenezer fat flowers 
eggs Father flying 
eight feast fog 
elephant feather followed 
elevator feet food 
else fell foot 
elves fellow for 
empty fence found 
end few four 
enemies field fourth 
engine find fox 
enough fine Frank 
even finished Fred 
ever fire friendly 
every fireman friends 
express first frisky 
eyes fish frogs 
fisherman from 
F five front 
face flag fruit 
fall flash fun 
family flashlight funniest 
44 
,..... funny grandfather hay 
""' 
furnace grandmother he 
Fuzzy grass head 
Gray hear 
G great heard 
garden green heavy 
gasoline grew held 
gate grocery hello 
gave ground help 
geese grow helped 
get Gl'1lf'f hen 
giant guess her 
Ginger herder 
girls lf here 
give had hide 
glad hair high 
go hall hill 
goat hammer him 
gobble hand himself 
going Hank his 
gold happen hold 
goldfish happy hole 
gone hard Hollyberry 
good harp home 
good-by has honey 
goose have honk 
got hat hoppity-hop 
J 45' 
horned Jack knock 
"" horses 
janitor know 
,....., 
jar hot 
house Jean L 
how Jerry ladder 
Huff' Jim lady 
hungry jingle lamb 
hunt job land 
hurry Joe landing 
hurt Johnny large 
join last 
I Jones late 
I Judy laughed 
ice cream jumped lay 
if Jupie lazy 
isle just leak 
I'm learned 
in K leather 
Indian keep leaves 
into keeper left 
is kettle legs 
island kinds let's 
it king letter 
it's kitchen lettuce 
ivy kitten Le'ldS 
knew light 
knife like 
46 
~ lion matter Mrs. 
~ listen may much 
little me mud 
live men mule 
load merry Mulligan 
lobster met music 
logs mew must 
long midget my 
longer might myself 
look Mike 
looked mile N 
lost milk nails 
loud mill name 
low minutes Nan 
lumber Miss Nancy-Belle 
lunch mitten near 
money nearer 
M monkey neck 
Mac's moo Ned 
machines more needs 
made morning neighbors 
mail most nest 
make Mother never 
man mountain new 
many mouse next 
marbles mouth nice (""\. 
market move night 
Mary Mr. nine 
47 
no 
I""'\ 
out pick 
" 
noise over picnic 
nose owl pictures 
not own pie 
nothing piece 
now p pig 
paint pile 
0 pair pilot 
ocean pan pipe 
o'clock pancake place 
of paper plane 
off parade plant 
oh park platform 
oil party play 
old paste please 
on Pat plow 
once Patsy pockets 
one paw pole 
only pay policeman 
open peanuts pond 
opened pears ponies 
or peas Pony 
oranges peep pool 
organ people poor 
oriole penguin pop 
Oscar perched postman 
other Peter pot 
our pets potato 
~8 
r"\ pretty ranch rug 
A prize rang run 
puddle rattle 
puffing reached s 
pulling ready sad 
pumpkin real said 
puppy really- sail 
purple reason same 
push red sand 
put repair sang 
rhymes sat 
Q ribbon Saturday 
quack ride saw 
queer right say 
quick ring scales 
quickly river scarecrow 
quiet road scat 
roar scenes 
R robin school 
rabbit rode scooter 
raccoon rolled sea 
race roof' secret 
radio room see 
rags rooster seeds 
railroads roots seen 
rain rope sell 
rain-maker round seven 
ran rubber shall 
"" 
she smell stay 
""" 
shed smoke steam 
sheet Snapp steps 
shiny Snipp stick 
shoemaker snow still 
shoes sno1vman sting 
shook Snurr stirred 
shop so stones 
shore soft stood 
short some stop 
should something store 
shoulder song stories 
shouted Sonny storm 
shovel soon story 
show sound stove 
sign soup straight 
silk south straw 
silly spend street 
silver splash string 
sing spots subway 
sisters spring such 
sit sprinkler suits 
six squash summer 
sky squirrel sun 
sled stairs sunflm.;er 
sleep stand supper 
slowly start suppose 
small station sure 
50 
~ surprise that's together 
I\ Susan the told 
sweet their Tom 
swim them tomorrow 
then Tony 
T there too 
Tabby these took 
table they top 
table cloth thing Topsy 
Tags think town 
tail this toy 
take thought track 
talking three tractor 
tall threshers train 
tap through tra-la-la 
tape throw traveler 
tar thumb treasure 
taxis thump tree 
teacher tie tricks 
Teddy time tried 
telephone tinkle trip 
tell tiny trot 
ten tip truck 
tent tired try 
terrible to tube 
than toed turkey 
thank today turn 
that Toddle turtle 
,...,. twelve wanted who 
,, Twinkle war why 
twins warm wife 
two warriors will 
was 1vin 
u wash 1.;ind 
ugly watch windovl 
Uncle water 1r1ing 
under wave winter 
until wa7 vlished 
up we with 
us wear wobble 
use wee vrolf 
\vell woman 
v went wonderful 
vacuum cleaner were woods 
very wet wool 
village wharf work 
voice what worked 
wheat world 
w whee would 
wagon wheels 
wait when y 
wake where yard 
walk 1·1hich year 
walked ~rhile yellow 
wall 1·:histle yes 
want 1·rhite you 
t:1 .•tcm llnivt-f'<~ 
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z 
Zeb 
Zeke 
Z-Zing 
zoom 
Following are the work sheets for the fifteen supplement-
ary books used and a word list of those words not found on 
the master list of Ginn and Gates Readers. 
5'2 
5'3 
Daddy Comes Home 
" ( ' Author Charlotte Steiner 
Publisher Doubleday & Co~ , rnc. Garden City, N.Y. 1944 
Pages 23 
New words 18 
B N v 
bedroom newspaper vase 
bow 
p 
c pigtails 
clapped playmate 
pretended 
E 
everything R 
remembered 
F 
Floppy s 
fresh slippers 
smile 
H 
herself T 
teach 
"' 
M Tommy 
meet 
Author '/lesley Dennis 
PUblisher Viking Press N.Y. 19ltl 
Pages. 58 
New words 18 
C sight 
cleared silvery 
E 
edge 
F 
frightened 
G 
grown 
I 
itching 
p 
Piggly-Woof 
plenty 
s 
scared 
spare 
speed 
split 
stream 
success 
suddenly 
u 
uncurled 
w 
woke 
Flip and the Cows 
Author Wesley Dennis 
PUblisher Viking Press N.Y. 1942 
Pages 5'8 
New words 
B 
backward 
bank 
breathing 
crowded 
curious 
D 
dash 
directions 
F 
familiar 
forgot 
N 
notice 
15' 
s 
sharp 
stare 
suddenly-
swishing 
T 
they're 
I"', Kid Brother 
AUthor Jerrold Beim 
Publisher William Morrow & Co. N.Y. 1952 
Pages 48 
New words. 31 
A 
added 
applauded 
B 
beating 
below 
c 
class 
costume 
cute 
E 
Ed 
either 
especially-
excited 
exclaimed 
F 
festival 
fierce 
G 
Ginny 
guns 
If 
headdress 
heart 
holster 
K 
kid 
kinde:egarten 
L 
lead 
M 
mistakes 
N 
number 
p 
pests 
program 
R 
rush 
s 
sack 
ship 
stage 
'\v 
wooden 
56 
Make Way for Ducklings 
AUtho~ Robert McCloskey 
Publisher Viking Press N.Y. 1941 
Pages 62 
New words 30 
A 
added 
ashore 
B 
Beacon 
breath 
c 
car 
Clancy 
D 
dive 
dither 
ducklings 
:!f 
hatch 
headquarters 
highway 
horrid 
L. 
laid 
M 
mallard 
march 
Michael 
p 
pond 
promised 
public 
R 
remembering 
rushing 
s 
sent 
squawked 
T 
taught 
those 
traffic 
w 
waddled 
waded 
v 
visit 
'57 
Peek In 
Authors FrancesR. Horwick and Reinwald Werrenrath, Jr. 
Publisher Rand McNally- & Co. Chicago 1954 
Pages 26 
New words ff 
A. 
asleep 
awake 
B 
broom 
D 
Daddy 
E 
everybody 
L 
Lucky 
p 
peeked 
w 
wide 
58 
Policeman Paul 
Author Jene Barr 
PUblisher Albert Whitman & Co. Chicago 195'~ 
Pages 30 
New words 
B 
Bobby-
F 
factory 
K 
M 
motorcycle 
N: 
notebook 
number 
p 
Paui 
R 
robber 
11 
s 
sidewalk 
stars 
u 
uniforms 
59 
Skip Sees The Signs 
AUthor Virginia Novinger 
PUblisher Albert Whitman &Co. Chicago 1953 
Pages 30 
New words 34 
A 
avenue 
B 
Bar-B-Cue 
blinking 
c 
crossing 
curb 
curve 
D 
danger 
E 
edge 
G 
game 
goody 
H 
hamburger 
highway 
J 
jumbo 
L 
limit 
M 
malteds 
Maple 
means 
middle 
MPH 
N 
number 
0 
obey 
p 
population 
R 
remember 
s 
safe 
service 
sharp 
signed 
Skip 
speed 
T 
traffic 
w 
weasel 
wow 
write 
z 
zoo 
60 
f", SUrprise For Nancy 
Author Jene Barr 
PUblisher Albert Whitman & Co. Chicago 1950 
Pages 30 
New words 
B 
begin 
brushed 
c 
chose 
G 
gift 
H. 
herself 
M 
means 
N 
newspaper 
17 
p 
page 
pencil 
proper 
purses 
s 
sale 
S!nith 
~ 
teeth 
tooth 
w 
wonder 
write 
61 
The Erouse That Ran Away 
Author Margaret Frisky 
PUblisher Albert Whitman &-Co. Chicago 1947 
Pages 32 
New words 9 
A 
applesauce 
B 
board 
c 
cookies 
curtains 
F 
fixed 
jelly-
s 
sides 
square 
sugar 
62 
f"\ The Little Chick That Would Wot Go To Bed 
Author Edna. Groff Deihl 
Publisher SB.m'l Gabriel Sons & Co. N.Y. 1942 
Pages 38 
New words 30 
A 
apron 
asleep 
B 
Baa-Baa 
between 
branches 
c 
chuckled 
cluck 
coax 
E 
evening 
eyelid 
F 
fluffed 
G 
gentle 
If 
hung 
pine 
popcorn 
possibly 
Q 
qui very 
s 
screeched 
settled 
T 
treetops 
tucked 
twitched 
u-
upon 
w 
waste 
weird 
western 
whine 
whole 
whoo-whoo 
won't 
63 
The Little Duck Who Loved The Rain 
Author P'eter Mabie 
Publisher Wilcox & Follett Co. Chicago 1950 
Pages 23 
New words 7 
c 
cool 
D 
decided 
1f 
hopped 
• t 
lower 
M 
middla 
s 
swam 
w 
waddled 
64 
" 
The Little Island 
Autho~ Golden MacDonald 
PUblisher Doubleday & Co., Inc. Garden City, N.Y. 1946 
Pages 38 
New Words 26 
A 
autumn 
B 
bloomed 
blossoms 
bushes 
c 
chuckle berry 
G 
golden 
H 
herring 
K 
kingfishers 
L. 
leaped 
M 
mackerel 
moonlight 
moths 
p 
part 
pink 
R 
rock 
ros~ 
S· 
seaweed 
setting 
seventeen 
squeaked 
T 
tickly 
tides 
till 
v 
violets 
w 
'tvax:y 
y 
you're 
65' 
The Merry Mailman 
Author Marcia Martin 
Publisher Treasure Books N •. Y. 1953 
Pages 26 
New words 
B 
Bobby 
bonbons 
bow 
E 
envelope 
J 
Jimmy 
L 
later 
lit 
M 
mailman 
p 
package 
proudly 
15 
s 
striped 
T 
they're 
tiptoes 
w 
whispered 
wore 
66 
Willie Goes To School 
Author Pauline Vinson 
Publisher Macmillan Co. N.Y~ 1953 
Pages 28 
New words 26 
B 
band 
bath 
bathroom 
begin 
c 
cleared 
cool 
D 
dreams 
drum 
E 
especially· 
excited 
F 
felt 
finger 
If 
hardly 
J 
L 
leader 
M 
music 
p 
Parker 
piano 
playroom 
pretended 
R 
rest 
s 
shelf 
slippery 
snack 
strange 
w 
Willie 
67 
68 
Vocabulary of su~~lementa~ Books 
~ 
A bloomed cool 
added blossoms costume 
applauded board crossing 
applesauce Bobby crowded 
apron bonbons curb 
ashore born curious 
asleep bow curtains 
autumn branches curve 
avenue breath cute 
awake breathing 
broom D 
B brushed Daddy 
Baa-Baa bushes danger 
backward dash 
band c decided 
bank car directions 
Bar-B-Cue chose dither 
bath Chuckle berry dive 
bathroom chuckled dreams 
Beacon Clancy drum 
beating clapped ducklings 
bedroom class 
begin cleared E 
below cluck Ed 
between coax edge 
blinking cookies either 
69 
envelope gift Jimmy-
especially Ginny- joy-
evening golden jumbo 
everybody goody 
everything grown K 
excited guns key 
exclaimed kid 
eyelid H kindergarten 
hamburger kingfishers 
F hardly-
factory hatch L 
familiar headdress laid 
felt headquarters later 
festival heart lead 
fierce herring leader 
finger herself leaped 
fixed highway limit 
flies holster lit 
Floppy hopped lower 
fluffed horrid Lucky 
forgot hung 
fresh M 
frightened I mackerel 
itching mailman 
G mallard 
game J malteds 
gentle jelly Haple 
70 
march peeked R 
means pencil remembered 
meet pests rest 
Michael piano robber 
middle Piggly-Woof rock 
mistakes pigtails rose 
moonlight pine rushing 
moths pink 
motorcycle playmate s 
MPH playroom sack 
music plenty safe 
pond sale 
N popcorn scared 
newspaper population screeched 
notebook possibly seaweed 
notice pretended sent 
number program service 
promised setting 
0 proper settled 
obey proudly- seventeen 
public sharp 
p purses shelf 
package' ship 
page Q sides 
Parker qui very sidewalk 
part sight 
Paul signed 
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n 
silvery teach waste 
Skip teeth waxy 
slippers they're weasel 
slippery those weird 
smile, tickly western 
Smith tides whine 
snack till whispered 
spare Tommy \\!hole 
speed tooth whoo-woo 
split traffic wide 
square treetops Willie 
squawked tucked woke 
squeaked twitched wooden 
stage wonder 
stare u won't 
stars uncurled wore 
strange uniforms wow 
stream upon write 
striped 
success v y 
suddenly vase you're 
sugar violets 
swam visit z 
swishing zoo 
w 
T waddle 
~ taught waded 
CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS 
This study was made for the purpose of determining the 
readability of supplementary materials for a second grade 
and of building a core vocabulary from same. 
In summary, this study shows (1) that there are 937 words 
in the vocabulary of the basal readers, and (2) that there 
are 268 words in the vocabulary of the supplementary reading 
books which are not found in the vocabulary of the basal 
readers. 
In addition, the writer has found in this study that 
although there are many words that are not found in the 
basal texts, they are words which are familiar to children. 
They are in their speaking vocabularies and many of them 
are used frequently. 
The authors seem to be sincere. They have good stories 
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to tell and tell them straight from the heart to the children. 
They are not using them as a means to higher literary heights. 
The stories move quickly, as they must to keep interest, but 
not so quickly as to lose richness in description and charact-
erization. They are direct, not confusing. They are rich in 
imagery. 
They all have beautiful, carefully prepared pictures. 
Illustrations help to stimulate and satisfy interest, build 
concepts, and give a realistic bcakground. 
The writer feels that this study with its word lists will 
aid greatly in a supplementary reading program. With lists 
available, the teacher can become familiar with the new words 
and in many ways bring them into the daily activities of the 
classroom and thus broaden the children's sight vocabulary. 
A certain amount of word development is to be expected, 
but too much can kill interest. There should be more corre-
lation between basic readers and supplementary materials; 
however, there is a wide discrepancy among basal readers 
themselves. 
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CHAPTER VI 
LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESillL~CH 
The obvious limitation to this study is that only fifteen 
books were used as a basis for building a vocabulary for 
supplementary reading at the second grade level. One 
could do the same study with hundreds of other children's 
books. Another limitation is that only two basal reading 
systems were used as a comparative base. 
For further research one could use this same formula on 
other children's books at the same or different levels, and 
a study could be made using other basal reading systems as 
a base on which to build a core vocabulary of supplementary 
reading. 
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